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Mission Statement 
The Performing Arts is enjoyable and highly motivating. It is an area of learning that children find     re-
warding and one in which they can be stimulated to become actively involved. The inclusion of      Per-
forming Arts in a broad-based curriculum improves the quality of a child's educational experience. The 
arts teach discipline, improve self-esteem, inspire creativity, and help young people to set and reach 
goals.  Performing Arts at Berger Primary School has been developed to nurture, sustain and celebrate 
the individual aesthetic/creative potential of all our students. It aims to engage all students and build a 
skills based understanding of the core subjects that make up Performing Arts, music, dance and drama.   

 
What is Performing Arts?  
Performing Arts is not a Curriculum area, but encompasses elements from many subjects and disci-
plines in particular, Music, Drama and Dance. Berger Primary School believes that Performing Arts is a 
vehicle which allows children to use and develop their imagination as well as enabling them to express 
a wide range of sentiments and emotions. It helps raise the profile of the school and offers excellent             
opportunities to all children regardless of their academic/social backgrounds and abilities.  
 
The Performing Arts provides opportunities for students to: 
 develop proficiency as musicians, actors and dancers, 

 acquire audience skills such as listening and viewing responsively, 
 interpret and present their own or others’ work to a range of audiences, 

 evaluate the different roles of artists in society such as to entertain, provoke debate or challenge 
views and perceptions, 

 create and critique plays, dances and compositions using a variety of tools and techniques, 

 express feelings, ideas, experiences and beliefs in a variety of ways, 
improve coordination, flexibility, agility, strength and fine motor skills 
 
 
Document Purpose  
This policy reflects the values and philosophy in relation to the teaching and learning of the performing 
arts. It provides a framework within which all staff work. The policy is intended to be read in           con-
junction with other whole school policies such as Teaching and Learning, Extra Curricular and       Inclu-
sion; as well as subject specific polices such as P.E., Art and English.  
 
 
National Curriculum  
Performing Arts is not included as a single subject in the National Curriculum. Therefore, refer to this 
policy for the Music programme of study and subject specific policies English and P.E. for the relevant 
programmes of study.  
 
 
Staffing  
Performing Arts is taught by class teachers and various members of staff who are specialists in Music, 
Drama, Physical Education and Dance. Furthermore, Berger welcome visiting peripatetic teachers and 
professionals to offer their tuition and expertise through workshops and assemblies. The Performing 
Arts coordinator works closely with the P.E. and English Coordinators as well as visiting tutors to ensure 
there is continuity.  
 
 



Music  

At Berger Primary School we value Music as a powerful and unique form of expression and               com-

munication that can change the way pupils feel, think and act. It also increases self-discipline and  creativ-

ity, aesthetic sensitivity and fulfilment. 

The New National Curriculum specifies that every child should have the opportunity to engage in making 

music. Music teaching offers opportunities for them to: 

 Develop their understanding and appreciation of a wide range of different kinds of music, developing 

and extending their own interests and increasing their ability to make judgements of musical quality. 

 Develop skills, attitudes and attributes that can support learning in other subject areas and that are 

needed for life and work, for example listening skills, the ability to concentrate, creativity, intuition, 

aesthetic sensitivity, perseverance, self-confidence and sensitivity towards others. 
 
Children receive Music opportunities within the classroom for an hour per week as part of the National 
Curriculum. Key stage 2 also have whole class instrumental lessons and have the opportunity to receive 
free instrumental tuition through the provision of specialist teachers for clarinet and saxophone.  
 
Scheme of Work  
We follow the Charanga scheme of work. Charanga Musical School is a living cloud-based resource that 
brings together great music, modern pedagogy and the latest educational technology. It supports all    
aspects of music in school including the new music curriculum, as well as providing children and their   
families with opportunities to continue learning and exploring music at home through Music World.  
While there are opportunities for children of all abilities to develop their skills and knowledge in each 
teaching unit, the planned progression built into the scheme of work means that the children are increas-
ingly   challenged as they move through the school.  
Our music planning is geared to three aspects of progress: increasing breadth and range of musical      ex-
periences; increasing challenge and difficulty in musical activities; and increasing confidence, sensitivity 
and creativity in the children’s music making.  
 
Early Years  
We teach music in Nursery and Reception classes as an integral part of the topic work covered during the 
year. As the Nursery and Reception classes are a part of the Foundation Stage of the National            Cur-
riculum, we relate the musical aspects of the children’s work to the objectives set out in the Early Learn-
ing Goals. Music contributes to a child’s personal and social development. Counting songs foster a child’s 
mathematical ability and songs from different cultures increase a child’s knowledge and            under-
standing of the world. The Early Years, has ‘Musical Mondays,’ during which there is a strong focus on ex-
ploring instruments and singing.  Children also explore syllables and simple rhythm patterns with a family 
of musical puppets. 
 
 Instrument Lessons  
Instrument lessons are offered within curriculum time to Key Stage 2 children.  Year 3 and Year 4 have 
whole class recorder lessons, and Year 5 and Year 6 have whole class African drumming lessons. 
In Key Stage 2, children are invited to apply to learn the saxophone or the clarinet.  Lessons are taught in 
small groups for approximately thirty minutes, by a specialist tutor. 
 
How else is music taught and experienced?  
 Choir 

 Visits to concerts and shows 

 Music workshops 
 Performing Arts Week  

 Themed Performances – Berger’s Got Talent (KS2), Black History Month, Emil and the Detectives (Year 
5), Year 6 summer performance 



Drama  
Drama is not a National Curriculum foundation subject but is included in the English Programme of Study. 
Drama has many cross curricular links and is an extremely useful tool for improving children’s self-
esteem, confidence, speaking and listening, and social skills. Children are offered Drama opportunities 
within the classroom and also in assemblies and school productions. Opportunities to watch theatre pro-
ductions   either in school or as a visit are arranged annually for every year group.  
 
School Productions  
Berger Primary School recognises the importance of school productions and as such, devotes some       
curriculum time for rehearsals and performances. Productions are organised by class teachers and        
assistants as well as the Performing Arts Coordinator. Outside professionals are also invited to provide 
valuable expertise and experience. Productions are arranged for years 5 and 6 to perform. These           
productions have many cross curricular links, particularly in Literacy and History, and as well as         re-
hearsals, lessons linked to the production are taught in class. 
 
Dance  
Dance plays an important part within the P.E. curriculum and like Drama, is also accessed within        as-
semblies and school productions. During P.E. lessons, children undertake Dance units of work for       ap-
proximately 14 hours per year. Berger Primary School are keen to utilise outside agencies to provide 
themed days and events. Not only do children gain valuable dance coaching but such days also provide 
insight and experience into other cultures. Children in Years 4, 5 and 6 also have the opportunity to join 
lunch time dance clubs which provides dance tuition which results in public performances to parents and 
friends.  
 
Cross-Curricular Links  
The Performing Arts in Berger Primary School, as well as making its own distinctive contribution to the 
school curriculum, also helps to develop skills in other areas, especially in the development of Literacy 
(language skills, rhythm, rhyme, research, creative writing, communicating ideas), Maths (patterns,      se-
quences and processes), dance, art, ICT (composing, notation, research, use of iPads and recording), and 
PSHE (reflecting, listening, creating, performing).  
 
Use of Computing  
Computing has an important part to play in the Performing Arts and can support, extend and enhance 
teaching. This can range from using recording equipment in music lessons, to utilising radio microphones 
in productions. In KS1, children experiment with, create, select and combine sounds using the inter-
related dimensions of music.  In KS2, children improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using 
the  inter-related dimensions of music and begin to use and understand musical notations. 
 
Inclusion and Equal Opportunities 
The area of Performing Arts has a particular responsibility to include all children regardless of their social 
or academic background. Selection for instrumental lessons, choir, dance clubs and productions are taken 
purely on pupils’ suitability for that activity and age appropriateness and not achievement in other        
curriculum areas or behaviour.  
 
 
 



Resources and Accommodation  
Berger Primary School possesses flexible performance and rehearsal spaces such as the school hall and 
the purpose built dance studio. There is a set of portable stage blocks, and performances are enhanced 
by a set of stage lights, a PA system with mixing desk, a set of radio microphones and a projector. A pi-
ano is also available in both the studio and the hall.   
For the instrumental lessons, Berger Primary School provide recorders, djembe drums, saxophones and 
clarinets. The care of such instruments is of a very high importance and must be taught to all children so 
that instruments are not damaged or spoilt. Parents sign an agreement to confirm that they are        ulti-
mately responsible for the maintenance and upkeep of the school instruments.  
In each class, boxes of untuned instruments are available.  In the Early Years, each year group has a set 
of musical puppets. The school is registered with online resources Charanga Music School and Sing Up.  
Arts organisations are invited into school regularly and partnerships formed. The school organises visits 
to experience the arts, as well as art experiences brought to the pupils in school. Advantage is taken of 
local community activities and other festivals and events to deepen and broaden arts provision in our 
school. The Music Service also provides support, training and advice. Links and partnerships are made 
with other schools, where appropriate.  
 
Homework Requirements  
Homework to be set by the class teacher as and when required ie. Festivals/ School performances.      
Saxophone and clarinet students regularly receiving tuition at Berger Primary School are set weekly       
homework tasks by instrumental tutors.  
 
Health and Safety  
The safety of the children is of paramount importance and will always be the primary consideration 
when planning and presenting a lesson. Teachers must be aware of any safety issues that may be a  con-
cern throughout a lesson, provide and apply the necessary procedures to ensure the highest safety 
standards. Children will be taught to be aware of safety issues as part of their lessons and be taught the 
need for such precautions. The lead teacher should ensure that any support staff are aware of any safe-
ty issues whilst they assist in the classroom.  
 
Evaluation 
The Performing Arts Policy will be reviewed annually by the Leader of Performing Arts  
 
 
 


